**Grant Making Considerations**

- Phase 1: RFP
  - June goal: Develop funding parameters
  - Read/re-read innovation plan

- Q&A: Phase 1/June mtgs
  - Will RPC members get meeting notes sooner?
    - Yes, work in progress

- Learn about different kinds of respite exist in Sac County

- Guest registered 1 week in advance

---

**Alternative for Long-term Absence of RPC Member**

- Steven unanimously voted to RPC as guys alternative

- What about alternatives for absences?
  - 50% support, move to planning team
  - Pros & cons to be identified

---

**When do we recruit new perspectives before Jan?**

- This is in parallel with work to be done
  - Consensus to move forward as is

- Should law enforcement be recruited as member prior to January?
  - No membership but can still recruit to participate